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Sean Baldwin
Selendy & Gay PLLC

Sean Baldwin has an atypical background. He began his career at Cravath, where he met his future business partner
Philippe Selendy. “Then, I spent 14 years as a stay-at-home dad.” When
his then-wife became a judge, Baldwin returned to law. “Philippe had
moved to Quinn Emanuel where he invited me to join him working on
structured finance matters against big banks on behalf of insurers and trustees.”
Baldwin’s work on structured finance matters and other complex commercial litigation,
on both the plaintiff and defense side, has generated big wins for his clients. On the plaintiff side, he obtained an $850 million settlement in 2018 for US Bank as trustee for certain RMBS Trusts in a putback action
against UBS Real Estate Securities (the “MARM Trust” case). He has brought CDO fraud claims for insurers,
including one for F inancial Guaranty Insurance Company which is awaiting trial. Baldwin continues to delve
into plaintiff-side work, including cases arising out of complex derivative contracts. He represents Cerberus
in such a case, seeking about $1 billion from CIBC for breach of contract. Baldwin, the firm and its clients
make a heavy upfront investment in their cases. “We expect cases to go to trial. If defendants want to settle,
they will have to pay full value. It’s a model that’s been underdeveloped on the plaintiffs’ side. In the MARM
Trust case this approach maximized the return and won full value, not just pennies on the dollar for the client.””
Baldwin and Selendy founded Selendy & Gay to pursue a more aggressive
approach. “At Quinn, conflicts prevented us from pursuing claims against the fossil fuel industry. We are
now free to pursue litigation on behalf of plaintiffs against that industry.”

Philippe Selendy
Selendy & Gay PLLC

Philippe Selendy does some defense work but mainly
represents plaintiffs. “You can redress wrongs, work in the public good
and construct the narrative to build and frame the case for both sides.
But I see plaintiffs’ work as the most challenging.”
Selendy’s plaintiff-side work includes representing clients against major banks. “I recently
won an argument in US Bank v. DLJ in the New York Court of Appeals with broad procedural ramifications. It
ruled that plaintiffs can refile complaints even if they were dismissed for ‘fatal flaws’ related to procedural issues. This is especially important in the RMBS world, where roadblocks have been put in front of plaintiffs in
the ‘loan repurchase protocol.’” Along with partner Sean Baldwin, he successfully argued against an appeal
of the $950 million breach of contract action for Cerberus Capital Management by the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce in December. “All of these financial cases build from the same place: that we dig deep
into facts and merits to build a storyline on the way to trial.”
The firm is just over a year old. “We are reinventing the way we practice.
We are playing a very long game to reinvent the law firm itself and to create a better law firm for our
clients. We are building a diverse and meritocratic culture in a single office—which allows for collaboration. We ask our lawyers to shoulder the burden of becoming great litigators and make it part of the
shared mandate. We are also integrating cutting-edge technology, including AI, to allow a midsize firm
to do anything the largest firms can do.” The firm is focusing on major-impact litigation: financial, climate
change, energy and public/private partnerships. “I hope we can do something good here.”
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